THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA YOUNG WRITERS CAMP

May 28 - June 1, 2018  |  8:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.  |  Bryant Conference Center

The University of Alabama Young Writers Camp, for rising 9-12 graders, fosters creativity and a range of writing and artistic skills in a fun, accepting and interactive environment.

Choose from a variety of classes and workshops including poetry, fiction, nonfiction, screenwriting, graphic novel and other forms.

What to Expect

• Weeklong intensive novel workshop available (requires 50 pages of a novel in progress—enrollment limited)
• Hands-on learning experiences such as papermaking, book arts and publication design
• Readings and craft talks by published writers and campers, too
• Learn about publishing, college study and careers in writing
• Take time for independent writing, choose a reading group, work on collaborative projects
• Many other fun and inspiring opportunities

Camp Tuition:

Tuition of $225 per person includes snacks each day, a t-shirt and writing materials. To inquire about need-based scholarships, please email uacw@ua.edu.

Register Today:

Register online at youngwriterscamp.ua.edu or call 205-348-3000.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 205-348-9966 OR EMAIL ABERGERON@CCS.UA.EDU.